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1 Abstract
Telecommunications, Navigation, and Information
Management (TNIM) services are vital to accomplish
the ambitious goals of the Space Exploration Initiative
(SEI). This paper provides a technology assessment
of four alternative lunar and Mars operational TNIM
systems based on detailed communications link
analyses. The four alternative systems range from a
minimum to a fully enhanced capability and use
frequencies from S-band, through Ka-band, and up to
optical wavelengths. Included are technology
development schedules as they relate to present SEI
mission architecture time frames.
2 Introduction
On July 20, 1989, President Bush provided the
guidelines for a focused program that will achieve t_e
objective of the 1988 Presidential Directive on National
Space Policy: to expand human presence and activity
beyond Earth orbit into the solar system. This
outreaching program begins with the success of
Space Station Freedom in the 1990's. The beginning
of the new century sees a return to the moon and the
establishment of a permanent manned lunar base.
Then, the culmination of this ambitious program-the
Space Exploration Initiative-takes us on a manned
mission to our neighbor planet, Mars.
In order to accomplish the ambitious goals of the
Space Exploration Initiative, four major infrastructure
elements are vital: Launch Vehicles; Space Station
Freedom; Surface Systems; and Telecommunications,
Navigation, and Information Management (TNIM)
services. The lunar and Mars TNIM systems provide
data, voice, and image transmissions to communicate
with manned mission elements, to monitor and control
unmanned mission elements, to operate science
experiments, and to provide radiometric data for
navigation. 1'2'3 The objective of this paper is to
highlight the major features of the preliminary TNIM
systems and to identify the major enabling technology
challenges.
Four options or levels of complexity will be presented
for both the lunar and Mars operational TNIM
systems. The first option provides the minimum TNIM
capability necessary to support the manned mission
elements. The objective is to provide a low cost
system that requires little, if any, new technology
development and does not require modification to
NASA's Deep Space Network (DSN). The second
option is a moderate upgrade from the first, keeping
as a main objective low cost, but providing greater
link capacity and increased connectivity. The third
option is an evolutionary approach that fully meets all
mission requirements as specified in earlier studies.
Finally, the fourth option is a fully enhanced design
that considers higher risk technology advances which
provide the greatest amount of flexibility and growth
capability.
Following the architecture definition is the assessment
of technology needs to enable each TNIM option. In
the telecommunications area, Ka-band (18-40 Ghz)
communications technology has been identified to
meet the mission requirements, while optical
communications technology has been identified as an
alternative if the data rate requirements were to
increase significantly. 4 Technology development
required for the ground network to support the TNIM
infrastructure is primarily focused towards conversion
of the Deep Space Network (DSN) to a complete Ka-
band system. The current TNIM requirements and
point designs contain data rates as high as 100 Mbps
for uncoded video and 1 Gbps for astrophysics
science instruments. This indicates a definite need for
data compression and data storage to reduce the
real-time data transmission rate. Unattended network
operations, necessary to locate system failures and
reconfigure the system appropriately, are vital for the
success of the exploration missions.
Based on the assessment of technology needs for
each option, a technology development schedule is
presented and related to five different SEI mission
architecture time frames.
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3 Alternative Archit_t_r9 Definition
In this section, an overview of the alternate TNIM
architectures for the four options Is presented along
with a discussion of the advantages and
disadvantages of each. A summary is presented in
table 3-1, "TNIM Technology Options Overview".
The first option (Option-I) provides the minimum
TNIM capability necessary to support the manned
mission elements. The objective of this option is to
provide a low cost system that requires little, if any,
new technology development and does not require
modification to the NASA Deep Space Network (DSN).
Figure 3-1 presents an overview of this architecture.
The major characteristics of Option-1 are that no relay
satellites are employed in either the lunar or Mars
TNIM systems. The lunar TNIM system supports only
near-side communications and uses S-Band to
support a 140 Mbps return link to the DSN. The Mars
TNIM system uses X-band which can support a
250 kbps return link and contact with mission
elements on the Martian surface occurs only when the
Mars Piloted Vehicle (MPV) or Earth is in view. This
limits the system connectivity to less than 50%. A
modest amount of data compression and low volume
data storage is utilized to reduce the data rate
requirements. The Earth-based ground segment
consists of the three DSN sites. The TNIM systems
provide only Earth-based navigation.
The main advantage of the Minimum Capability Option
is that it is the lowest cost option due to its simple
concept. By not having relay satellites, this option
also has the least impact on the overall mission
design. Minimal technology development and little
modifications to the DSN are necessary due to the
selection of S-band and X-band. Though these
advantages are directly beneficial from a cost point of
view, Option-1 has a great number of disadvantages
that may far outweigh any advantages. The first is the
low data rate (250 kbps) provided for Mars, which
limits the video capability to still images. Science
instruments are given low priority. The lack of relay
satellites prohibits coverage of the far-side of the
Moon and limits the coverage and connectivity
available on the Mars surface. This in turn does not
allow for alternative communications links for
redundancy, for extra capacity, or in case of
emergencies. The Earth-based network operations
system has enormous manpower requirements which
may offset any life-cycle cost savings achieved
through the use of existing technology, and critical
Earth stations are located outside the United States
with associated costs.
The second option (Option-2) is a moderate upgrade
from the first, keeping as a main objective low cost,
but providing greater link capacity and increased
connectivity. Figure 3-2 presents an overview of this
architecture. The lunar TNIM system elements are the
same as in Option-I, but the transmitter EIRP
requirements are decreased by the use of higher
X-band frequencies. The Mars TNIM system has
increased capacity and connectivity over Option-l.
The use of even higher Ka-band frequencies provide
a 1 Mbps return data rate, and the addition of a "bent-
pipe" Mars Relay Satellite (MRS) in the Mars TNIM
system increases connectivity to 64-100%. An
increased amount of data compression and data
storage is utilized to reduce the data rate
requirements. Landing beacons are added, but
navigation is still Earth-based.
This Moderate Upgrade Option is still a relatively
simple concept thereby providing many of the same
advantages as the first option (low cost and low
impact on the mission design). The technology
development necessary to enable this architecture is
primarily for the Mars TNIM system which is
implemented later in the SEI time frame, and the
Ka-band upgrade required for the DSN is presently
planned. Similar to the Option-I, this option provides
only a modest return data rate from Mars (1 Mbps)
which can sustain slow scan video. The lack of a
lunar relay satellite prohibits coverage of the far-side
of the Moon and coverage of the near Mars vicinity
and surface is still less than 100 percent. With some
unattended network operations functions, the
manpower requirements are decreased, but not
significantly. Also, critical Earth stations are still
located outside the United States.
The third option (Option-3), shown in Figure 3-3, is an
evolutionary approach that meets all missior_
requirements. Both the lunar and Mars TNIM systems
operate at Ka-Band and employ relay satellites to
increase surface coverage and connectivity. The main
elements of the lunar TNIM system consist of or_e
Lunar Relay Satellite (LRS), one Lunar Surface
Terminal (LST), near-side and far-side users, users in
transit, users in Low Lunar Orbit (LLO), and the DSN.
The LRS is placed in orbit about the L2 libration point
to support far-side users with communications among
themselves and with links back to Earth. On the near-
side, users within 10 km of the habitat are supported
by the LST. User-to-user communications between far
and near-side elements, within near-side users beyond
the 10 km range, and with users in LLO and transit is
completed via Earth relay. The main elements of the
Mars TNIM system consist of two Mars Relay
Satellites (MRS), distributed surface users, users in
transit and orbit about Mars, users on the nearby
moons (i.e., Phobos and Deimos), and the DSN. The
two MRSs are inserted in Mars areostationary
(analogous to geostationary) orbit 120° apart to
provide TDRSS type service. The relay satellites
provide all intrasystem communications and the major
communications links back to Earth. Full motion
video transmissions from Mars are enabled by using
10:1 data compression and upgrading all three DSN
sites to quad 34 m Ka-Band antenna subsystems.
The emphasis in this option is on reliability and
maintainability. Navigation is performed via an in situ
network using landing and surface landmark beacons.
The advantages of the Full Upgrade Option are
primarily related to capability as opposed to cost.
The development cost for this TNIM architecture is
roughly ten times greater than that of Option-I, but
the Mars return data rate is capable of supporting full
motion compressed video (10 Mbps). It fully supports
science instruments, coverage of the lunar far-side is
provided, and full coverage/connectivity is supported
at Mars. With multiple relay satellites, alternate
communications links are available in times of high
demand or in case of emergency. Also, most network
operation functions are unattended, which efficiently
utilizes manpower and eliminates the potential for
human error. Conversely, Option-3 cannot
accommodate a large growth in data rate capability.
It is a fairly complex system with three relay satellites,
which would moderately impact the mission design.
A moderate amount of technology development is
required in the near future, and the necessary
upgrade to the DSN is beyond what is presently being
planned. Lastly, critical Earth stations are located
outside the United States.
The final, or fourth option (Option-4) shown in figure
3-4 is a fully enhanced design that considers higher
risk technology advances which would provide the
greatest amount of flexibility and growth capability.
This option includes all features of Option-3 plus an
additional Lunar Relay Satellite (LRS). The second
LRS is placed at the L1 libration point and provides a
link between far-side and near-side users. It also
provides coverage to distributed users on the near-
side. Control of the system is fully automated,
alleviating potential human error and providing
automatic switching to redundant channels. Optical
communications technology is considered as an
alternative on the Mars return links to increase
capacity and provide for system growth. The
Earth-based portion uses a constellation of
Geostationary Relay Satellites (GRS) that
communicate to a single ground station within the
United States.
Capacity, connectivity, and decreased delay are the
main advantages of the Fully Enhanced Option. Use
of an optical communication system has the potential
to support a 100 Mbps return link from Mars. Science
instruments are fully supported, and all elements of
the mission are fully connected. The significant delay
time encountered in the previous options for lunar far-
side to near-side communications has been virtually
eliminated. Alternate communications links are
available, as are alternate communications systems
(RF and optical), for full redundancy, high priority
needs, and emergency situations. Unattended
network operations provide the greatest reliability
possible. The last main advantage gained by using
Earth relay satellites is that all Earth stations can be
located in the United States. The disadvantages are
its high cost and complexity. This option has the
greatest technical challenges, and the technology
development must be underway in the very near
future.
4 Link Analysis of the 4 Options
In order to perform a meaningful technology
assessment for the various options being examined,
a detailed link analysis was performed for each of the
identified lunar and Mars return links. The emphasis
was on the analysis of the return links because the
forward or outbound links from the Earth were
assumed to be less critical technology drivers than
the return links from the Moon and Mars. That is,
building large antenna structures, extremely high
power amplifiers, and very low noise receivers, for
example, is far easier to do on Earth than in space.
This is partially due to the fact that space qualification
of the communications hardware is obviously
unnecessary for use on the Earth's surface and
kilowatts of power needed to run the system are more
easily obtained.
4.1 General Assumptions
The various options utilize several different frequency
bands for reasons cited in the descriptions of the
individual options. For space-to-Earth links (i.e., those
links from the lunar or Mars vicinity back to Earth-
based receive terminals), frequency allocations _ for
Space Research include S-band (2200 - 2300 MHz),
X-band (8400 - 8500 MHz), Ka-band (31.8 - 32.3 GHz),
and W-band (65 - 66 GHz). It should be noted that
the Space Research frequency bands may not be able
to be used for the return links from the Moon due to
some regulatory problems concerning the definition of
the Space Research service. However, these
problems are being addressed and it is assumed that
these frequency bands or at least bands close to
thesewillbeavailablefor usein the lunarmissions.
Thus,theuseof thesebandsfor thepurposeof this
studyis valid. Forthe space-to-Earthlinksfor the
Fixed Satellite Service (i.e., those links from a
geostatlonary relay satellite to an Earth-based receive
site as used in Option-4), the frequency allocation as
used in this study is Ka-band (19.7 - 21.2 GHz).
Although any of the Fixed Satellite Service frequency
bands could have been used for this purpose, the
Ka-band allocation was chosen so that the desired
high data rates could be achieved with the smallest
antenna dimensions on the relay satellites and to be
consistent with the other links. For intersatellite links
(i.e., those links in Option-4 between the Mars Relay
Satellites and the Geostationary Relay Satellites), the
allocated frequency bands are Ka-band (22.55
23.55 GHz and 32 - 33 GHz), V-band (54.25
58.2 GHz and 59 - 64 GHz), and W-band (116 -
134 GHz). In addition to these RF intersatellite
frequencies, an optical frequency link between the
Mars and Earth relay satellites was also considered in
Option-4.
Where the path length of a given link varies, the worst
case range is utilized. Thus, all distances from the
lunar vicinity back to Earth were calculated with the
Moon at its orbital apogee of 405,547 km. The L1 and
L2 libration points also vary with the Moon-to-Earth
distance and are at a maximum at lunar apogee. The
radius of the halo orbits6 around these libration points
is taken to be 3500 km so that there will be no
occultation of the L2 relay satellite by the Moon as
viewed from the Earth, including the possibility of
minor orbital perturbations. The L1 relay satellite is
assumed to be at the same halo radius and in the
same phase as the L2 relay so as to allow simple
connectivity. The Mars-to-Earth distance is assumed
to be about 2.5 AU (astronomical unit, where
1AU = 1.496X108 km) to be consistent with
previous studies. In reality, this distance varies
anywhere from 0.374 AU to 2.675 AU during the
period from 1990 to 2039 as is illustrated in figure 4-1.
The Mars Relay Satellite links to the Martian surface
are based on the relay satellite being in areostationary
orbit at a reasonable elevation angle to the surface
terminals. The intersatellite link between the two Mars
Relay Satellites in Option-3 and 4 is based on the
satellites being separated by 120° in orbit.
The observed background noise temperatures of the
Earth, Mars, and the Moon are all assumed to be
about 300 K. In actuality, the observed temperature7
of the Earth ranges from 250 to 300 K and the
observed temperature of Mars ranges from 210 to
300 K, so the 300 K temperature represents a worst
case possibility. On the other hand, the observed
temperature of the Moon ranges from 120 to 390 K
depending on whether the lunar surface is illuminated
or not. In this case, a relative average value is
utilized.
The Earth receive site ground terminal is assumed to
have an elevation angle of approximately 100 with
respect to the Moon or Mars. This was derived by
assuming that the hand-off point was approximately
half way between the two DSN sites in question in
both longitude and latitude. This angle is actually a
minimum elevation angle which only occurs
periodically. The elevation angle at any point in time
may vary anywhere from about 10° to about 7(T as is
illustrated in figures 4-2 through 4-4.
The clear sky atmospheric losses due to oxygen and
water vapor absorption for Earth receive links were
calculated using the methodology given in CCIR
Report 719e. Rain attenuation for these links was
calculated using the Crane Global Rain Model _ with an
availability of 95% for the Mars return links and 99.5%
for all other links. The rain attenuation values were
calculated for all sites using a 10° elevation angle.
The attenuation value utilized for the DSN receive sites
is the maximum over all sites, the worst site being
Canberra, Australia. However, reception of return
signals will probably be shared faidy equally between
the three DSN sites, assuming reasonably continuous
transmissions. Further, the elevation angle varies over
quite a wide range, as previously described, and is
generally higher than the I(Y' used in the calculations.
Thus, the link availability will be much higher than the
assumed 95% or 99.5% which was calculated on an
absolute worst case basis.
All link calculations are based on an achieved bit error
rate (BER) of 106. Space-based receivers are
assumed to have a noise figure of 2.00 dB and feed
losses of 1.5 dB, except for the geostationary relay
satellites. The DSN receiver noise figure is assumed
to be 0.25 dB with feed losses of 0.1 dB. Earth
receive links are assumed to have a polarization loss
of 0.2 dB. Pointing losses are based on a pointing
error which is 10% of the antenna half-power
beamwidth for ground-based antennas and 15% of the
beamwidth for space-based antennas. All of the
demodulators on the lunar links across all options and
the Mars Option-1 links are assumed to have a 3.0 dB
implementation loss from theoretical. The remaining
Mars links are assumed to achieve a 1.5 dB
implementation loss in the demodulators.
The return link analysis was done assuming each
return link was an independent link. In the case of a
non-processing or bent-pipe satellite, this is clearly not
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true.Thus, for the non-processing links (i.e., the lunar
links in Option-I, 2, and 3 and the Mars links in
Option-1 and 2), the return link is assumed to have
been the result of one or more cascaded links and the
return link performance is degraded by an amount
commensurate with the number and quality of the
cascaded links. For example, if the return link is the
second of two equal links (i.e., two links with the
same individual Eo/N0), its performance is degraded
by 3 dB to yield the correct end-to-end link
performance. Additionally, all links are to achieve a
link margin of 3 dB. Summaries of the lunar and Mars
link analysis are given in tables 4-1 and 4-2
respectively.
4.2 Analysis of the Minimum Capability Option
The Minimum Capability Option (Option-I) is meant to
have little or no technology development. Thus,
S-band frequencies are chosen for the lunar links and
X-band for the Mars links. There are only three basic
lunar return links for this option. The Earth support is
limited to the existing DSN with 26 m subnets for
S-band. Using QPSK modulation and no forward
error correction (FEC) coding, the main return data
link from the Lunar Surface Terminal (LST) could only
achieve a throughput of 140 Mbps rather than the
desired 200 Mbps2 due to the bandwidth limitation of
the S-band allocation. Although the rover and science
instrument return links both achieve their required
data rates of 20 Mbps and 500 kbps respectively 2"3,
they do so at the expense of rather high power
demands for such space-based units (170 W for the
rover and 47 W RF power for the science
instruments). The rover antenna is constrained to be
1 m or less and the science instruments are limited to
antennas less than 0.3 m.
The Mars return links for Option-1 are limited to
250 kbps or less. Without any relay satellite in this
architecture, both science instruments and rovers
would have to communicate directly with the DSN on
Earth. Alternatively, the Mars Surface Terminal (MST)
and Mars Piloted Vehicle (MPV) can communicate
with the Earth when it is within their field of view. The
Earth support is limited to the existing DSN 34 m
subnets for X-band. The links utilize QPSK
modulation and are coded with concatenated
interleaved rate 1/_,constraint length 7 convolutional
and Reed-Solomon (255,223) error correction codes
(RS/CONV). The limited data rates chosen for this
architecture are achieved with reasonable power and
antenna parameters for the MST (125 W, 4 m
antenna) and MPV (80 W, 5 m antenna). However,
the links from the rover and science instruments can
only return 100 kbps with very high power (200 W and
125 W) and fairly large antenna sizes (2.0 m and
2.5 m) for such small space-based units. Additionally,
without any relay satellites, there is only limited
coverage in the Mars vicinity with connectivity ranging
from 2 to 43%3 due to various occultations between
nodes.
4.3 Analysis of the Moderate Upqrade Option
The Moderate Upgrade Option (Option-2) allows for
moderate technology development and a small
increase in architectural complexity. The lunar return
links utilize a higher frequency band, X-band, and the
Mars return links utilize Ka-band with X-band
examined as a possible alternative for return links
back to Earth. The lunar return links employ QPSK
modulation. The return link from the LST uses no
FEC and achieves a data throughput of 140 Mbps
rather than the desired 200 Mbps due to the
bandwidth limitation of the X-band allocation. The
return links from the rover and science instruments
with rate 1/_convolutional coding achieve the desired
data rates of 20 Mbps and 500 kbps respectively with
power levels less than 3 W. The Earth support
consists of the present DSN upgrade of 34 m X-band
subnets. The upgrade from S-band to X-band allows
the transmitter power levels and antenna sizes to be
cut back to more reasonable values than those in
Option-1.
In Option-2, the Mars architecture has a single Mars
Relay Satellite (MRS) in areostationary orbit which
acts as a simple in-orbit repeater. Additionally, the
primary return link frequency has been upgraded from
X-band to Ka-band. The return link from the MRS
requires a data throughput of 1 Mbps by design,
which is much higher than the Option-1 Mars return
links. The Earth support consists of the present DSN
upgrade to 34 m Ka-band subnets. The Mars links
use QPSK modulation with the same RS/CONV
coding as in Option-1. With a 5 m antenna, the MRS
requires 400 W of RF power to return a single I Mbps
channel at Ka-band. With a 7.8 m antenna on the
MRS, the RF power requirement could be reduced to
200 W. As an alternative, the use of X-band was also
considered for the MRS-to-Earth return link. This link
achieves the 1 Mbps data rate with the same 200 W
of RF power and a slightly smaller 7.1 m antenna.
The reason that the X-band link performs about the
same or even slightly better than the higher
frequency, higher gain Ka-band link is due to the
consideration of rain attenuation. For the same
availability, the rain attenuation at Ka-band is much
higher than that at X-band. The additional attenuation
also has a warming effect on the receive system noise
temperature which further degrades the comparative
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performance of Ka-band with respect to X-band. It
should be noted, however, that in contrast to the
analysis done in this study which is based on worst
case assumptions (i.e., the elevation angle is generally
much better than the 10° used herein, the reception of
signals is actually shared between multiple sites rather
than taking place exclusively at the '_vorst" site, etc.,
as described in section 4.1), Ka-band will actually
suffer less attenuation and perform better than X-band
for the desired overall availability of these links. Due
to the presence of the relay satellite and the use of
Ka-band frequencies, much more data can be
transferred in the vicinity of Mars. For example, the
MST, rovers, and science instruments can achieve
data rates of 20 Mbps, 10 Mbps, and 500 kbps
respectively with transmit powers no more than 7.9 W
RF and antennas no larger than 3 m in diameter. A
further advantage of the relay satellite is increased
coverage around Mars and connectivities ranging
from 64 to 100°/o3 which are a vast improvement over
those achieved in the Option-1 architecture.
4.4 Analysis of the Full Upgrade Option
The Full Upgrade Option (Option-3) allows for a
further increase in both complexity and technology
development. The lunar return links utilize Ka-band
frequencies and provide far-side coverage via a simple
repeater relay satellite in a halo orbit around the
translunar libration point, L2. The L2 lunar Relay
Satellite (LRS) provides return links from the far-side
of the Moon to the Earth receiving stations. The LST,
rovers, and dispersed science instruments on the
near-side communicate directly with Earth stations.
For far-side transmissions to be routed to the near-
side vicinity, the signals must travel back to Earth and
be retransmitted to the near-side terminal with a total
one-way transmission delay of about 3 seconds. All
links use QPSK modulation and the RS/CONV coding
for FEC, which is possible due to the additional
bandwidth which would be available at Ka-band. In
contrast, X-band was also examined as an alternative
for several of the return links, but such links are
bandwidth limited and cannot utilize FEC coding
thereby requiring significantly higher transmitter
powers. The Earth support is assumed to be
comprised of a proposed upgrade to the DSN using
Ka-band 70 m subnets for lunar support.
The far-side LST achieves a throughput of 100 Mbps
to the L2 LRS with only a 1 m antenna and 5.6 W of
RF power at the LST and a 2 m antenna on the LRS.
By contrast, using X-band requires a 2 m antenna and
60W of RF power at the LST to get the same
throughput, which illustrates the advantage of Ka-band
in the lunar vicinity. The L2 LRS picks up additional
data from dispersed far-side sources to return
125 Mbps to the Earth with only a 2 m antenna and
3 W of transmit power. Even with the higher
attenuation near Earth of Ka-band, a comparative
X-band link performs worse than the Ka-band link due
to the lack of coding. The near-side science
instruments, rovers, and LST all achieve their desired
data rates ranging from 500 kbps to 200 Mbps with
reasonable powers and antennas less than 0.4 m. In
addition to the traffic model data 2 used in these
analyses, it was found that there may be a real need
for returning data at rates of about 1 Gbps from some
potential far-side astrophysics instruments 1°. Such a
data rate could easily be supported using Ka-band
from the far-side LST through the L2 LRS with 56 W
transmitters at the far-side LST and 23.5 W
transmitters on the L2 LRS using the same 1 and 2 m
antennas as before. The main problem in achieving
such a data rate is probably regulatory in that
sufficient bandwidth needs to be allocated for this
purpose.
The Mars Option-3 architecture includes two
areostationary Mars Relay Satellites which are
processing satellites or regenerative repeaters.
Ka-band is utilized for the primary return link
frequencies as in Option-2. The Earth support
consists of the proposed DSN upgrade to Ka-band
70 m subnets for Mars support. Coherent 8-FSK is
used as the power efficient modulation scheme in
addition to the RS/CONV coding for FEC on the
Mars-to-Earth return links. The local Mars links are
not power limited so they can use the simpler rate _,
convolutional code for FEC which simplifies the
CODEC design. Additionally, the required data rate
on the Mars-to-Earth return link is now raised from
1 Mbps in Option-2 to 10 Mbps per channel in this
option. The MRS to Earth Ground Terminal (GT) link
is the most critical as it was in Option-2. Using a 9 m
MRS antenna, a 180 W transmitter is required to
achieve the desired data rate. For an X-band link with
a 9 m MRS antenna, a 135 W transmitter is required
for the same data rate. Similarly, if the MRS antenna
is constrained to 5 m, then a 182 W transmitter could
return only 3.8 Mbps to the GT. The links in the
vicinity of Mars, which include a crosslink between
relay satellites, achieve their requisite data rates
ranging from 500 kbps to 50 Mbps with transmit
powers of 6.6 W or less and antennas of 1 m or less.
The addition of the second relay satellite increases
coverage to near 100% and provides continuous
connectivity 3 except when Mars is occulted by the
Sun.
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4.5 Analysis of Fully Enhanced ODtion
The major differences between the Fully Enhanced
Option (Option-4) and Option-3 are the addition of a
lunar relay satellite in a halo orbit about the L1
libration point on the near-side of the Moon and the
use of Geostationary Relay Satellites (GRS) to receive
signals from both the Moon and Mars rather than
direct reception on the Earth's surface. In addition,
the use of the GRS also allows higher RF frequencies
and optical frequencies to be examined as alternatives
for the Mars return links since atmospheric losses and
rain attenuation are no longer a consideration. The
total data throughput of the lunar return links is
increased to 350 Mbps in this option. The L1 LRS
reduces the delay time for transmissions from the far-
side to the near-side to well under one second,
greatly enhancing connectivity in the lunar vicinity.
The near-side LST uses a 2 m antenna and a 42 W
transmitter to return 350 Mbps to the GRS. The GRS
can relay the 350 Mbps down to either a DSN
complex, a complex like White Sands
(TDRSS/ATDRSS), or something comparablewith less
than a 2 W transmitter and with an antenna of 0.5 to
1 m in diameter depending on the size of the Earth
receive antenna. As in Option-3, data rates in the
1 Gbps range were also examined. These links
require a 26.5 W transmitter on the L2 LRS, a 5.5 W
transmitter on the L1 LRS, and a 52 W transmitter on
the near-side LST to achieve such data rates, once
again with the caveat about the regulatory
requirements on bandwidth.
All of the local Mars links are the same as those in
Option-3. The MRS-to-GRS return links are assumed
to utilize coherent 16-FSK with the RS/CONV coding
for FEC. This yields an MRS with a 5 m antenna and
a 110 W transmitter and a GRS with a 36 m antenna
to return the required 10 Mbps using Ka-band. With
a 10 m antenna on the MRS, the GRS antenna
reduces to 20 m. At the higher RF frequencies of
60 Ghz, 94 GHz, and 134 GHz, if the MRS uses
transmitter powers of 110 to 115 W and a 10 m
antenna, the results are GRS antennas of 15, 12, and
11 m respectively with various assumptions on the
higher frequency component parameters.
Two 100 Mbps optical link implementations for the
MRS-to-GRS return link were analyzed: a direct
detection (DD) link using Binary Pulse Position
Modulation (BPPM) and a homodyne detection link
using BPSK. In the latter, homodyne detection was
selected over heterodyne detection since it
theoretically has the highest detection sensitivity. The
transmitting laser in both cases was a diode-pumped
Nd:YAG (Neodymium:Yttrium Aluminum Garnet) laser
operating at the frequency-doubled wavelength of
0.532 # m. Because of the extremely small
beamwidths involved, spatial tracking and pointing
errors must be carefully considered in the design of
the optical communication link. In a real environment
the tracking and pointing errors will not be fixed or
static. Rather, because of the relative motion of the
two spacecraft, tracking sensor noise, platform
vibration, telescope gimbal friction, and errors in
point-ahead calculation, the instantaneous transmitter
pointing error will fluctuate randomly in time. For the
link analyses performed here, a practical spatial
tracking system using a quadrant APD (Avalanche
Photodiode) tracking photodetector and having small
closed-loop (noise-equivalent) bandwidth was
assumed.
The fact that the pointing/tracking error is a random
process is very important, since it means that link
performance (i.e., BER) does not improve without limit
as aperture size increases. Instead, for a given value
of RMS pointing/tracking jitter, there exists an
optimum transmit aperture size (and also receive
aperture size for the heterodyne/homodyne system)
which minimizes the transmit laser power requirement.
Furthermore, because the dominant source of
pointing/tracking error is on-board mechanical
vibration of the satellite and not tracking detector
noise, the pointing/tracking error cannot be reduced
by simply increasing the transmit power to improve
the SNR.
Link designs which minimize the transmit laser power
requirement for the two optical implementations in the
presence of Rayleigh distributed random
pointing/tracking errors were computed. These links
were sized to just meet the average received power
requirement for a 10-6 average BER (i.e., zero link
margin). The RMS pointing/tracking errors were
chosen so as to yield "realizable" laser transmit power
levels.
With 0.1/_-radian RMS pointing jitter, the BPPM DD
link has a minimum power requirement of 15.8 W
(average power) using an optimum transmit aperture
size of 80 cm and a 10 m receive aperture. Operation
at 100 Mbps would require the Nd:YAG laser to
operate in a cavity-dumped mode with a required
peak power of about 32 W. The optimum transmit
aperture size and corresponding minimum power
requirement for different values of the RMS pointing
jitter can be computed. For example, 0.05#-radian
RMS jitter yields an optimum transmit aperture size of
1.6 m and a minimum average power of 4 W. A
0.5 #-radian RMS value, on the other hand, gives an
aperture diameter of 16 cm and a power requirement
of almost 400 W. The sensitivity of the optical link to
the random pointing and tracking error is therefore
apparent.
Heterodyne and homodyne optical systems are even
more sensitive to spatial tracking errors, since they
affect not only the pointing accuracy of the
transmitting laser, but also the beam alignment
between the received signal and the local oscillator
(LO) laser. Consequently, for these systems, both the
transmit and receiver aperture sizes are constrained
and there exists optimum values for each which
minimize the required transmit laser power. An
optimized link budget for the 100 Mbps homodyne
PSK system, assuming an RMS pointing and LO
alignment error of 0.05/_-radian, was computed. The
optimum aperture sizes are 1.8 m and the minimum
power requirement is 11.8 W (average power). It
should be noted that the homodyne link has an 11 dB
detection sensitivity advantage over the BPPM DD link
for the same BER (i.e., -96 dBW vs. -85 dBW).
Because of the LO tracking error, however, the
pointing/tracking loss is about 2.4 dB higher. Like the
DD link, the homodyne link is very sensitive to the
pointing/tracking error. For RMS error of 0.1
#-radian, the value used for the DD link, the optimum
transmit and receive aperture size is reduced to 90
cm and the required laser power increases to 190 W -
an unacceptably high value. Therefore, the
advantage of higher detection sensitivity of
heterodyne and homodyne systems is only valid when
the pointing and tracking jitter is extremely small.
The optical link analysis described here assumes no
channel coding. The application of error control
schemes to correct for burst errors could
considerably reduce the transmit power requirements.
For example, the use of the RS/CONV coding for the
PSK homodyne link could provide about 8.2 dB of
coding gain at 106 BER. This would reduce the
power requirement from 11.8 W to 1.8 W. It should
be noted, however, that in order for a particular
coding scheme to be effective, the RMS error must be
small enough to ensure that the instantaneous BER at
the input to the decoder is below the code threshold
BER, typically about 102, a large fraction of the time.
4.6 Link Analysis Issues
There are several relevant issues regarding the link
analysis performed for this study that merit discussion.
First, the worst case analysis approach may lead to
conclusions about power levels and antenna sizes
that overstate technology requirements. If the Mars
return links are designed for the 2.5 AU distance,
there is approximately a 14 dB gain in link margin
when the Earth and Mars are only 0.5 AU apart. This
net gain could realistically be used to increase the
data throughput for a given availability or to increase
the link availability for a given data rate. Of course, as
has been stated previously, the availability issue is not
that straightforward since the receive site changes
about three times in any 24 hour period and the
elevation angle changes continuously for each site
over its period of reception. Additionally, site diversity
could be utilized to further increase the link
availability. Thus, the availability problem is not nearly
as severe as the analysis herein has indicated. A
more exact answer to the availability question is
ultimately needed, but such an investigation is beyond
the scope of this study.
Several comparisons of X-band and Ka-band have
been done for return links to Earth and the indications
were that the X-band links actually performed about
the same as the Ka-band links. Once again, this is a
worst case scenario. If we compare the two
frequency bands for clear sky transmissions (i.e.,
providing no margin for rain attenuation), Ka-band has
a substantial advantage over X-band. If reception is
compared at the DSN sites, Ka-band picks up almost
a 10 dB margin under clear sky conditions versus
almost no change for X-band. Reality is somewhere
in between these two cases indicating that Ka-band
does hold a definite advantage over X-band.
Complete details on the assumptions used in the link
analysis as well as the detailed link budgets for all of
the links examined can be found in the reference
report 1_.
Finally, the half-power beamwidths of the 34 m and
70 m DSN antennas at Ka-band are a very small
fraction of the angle subtended by the Moon and the
halo orbits. Even if the DSN antenna can scan about
10 beamwidths, a single beam cannot cover the
necessary nodes in the lunar vicinity. Thus, multiple
antennas may be required at each site to provide
adequate coverage of the lunar missions. Also, some
consideration needs to be given to the hand-off from
one DSN site to the next. In some cases, it may be
necessary to use multiple antennas at the LST to
cover the hand-off.
5 Technoloqy Assessment
Based on the examination of the four alternate
telecommunications architectures and the analysis of
their respective communications links, technology
needs for telecommunications and information
management were determined as a function of user
application. An assessment of these technology
needs has determined the required technologies to
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enabletheseoptions,the presentapplicationsofthe
technologies,the present state-of-the-artof the
technologies(excludingclassifiedmilitaryprojects),
andthematurityofthetechnologies4. Thematurityof
thetechnologiesi expressedintermsofthestandard
NASATechnologyReadinessLevels(TRL),shownin
table5-1. Insomecases,alternatetechnologieswere
identified. A summaryof the RF technology
assessmentforthefouroptionsisshownintable5-2.
Furtherdetailsconcerningthespecifictechnologies
(RF, optical, and informationmanagement)are
discussedin thefollowingsubsections.Navigation
technologyneedswerenotaddressedin thisstudy.
5.1 Option-1 Technolo,qy Assessment
The main objectives of Option-1 are low cost and the
use of existing technology wherever possible. The
resultant technology assessment shown in table 5-3
verifies these objectives. Very few technologies
require development, and what is required is not
extensive. To support the lunar TNIM system,
technology development is required in the areas of
advanced modulation and coding, and high-power S-
band traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTAs). The
need for advanced modulation and coding to achieve
2 b/s/Hz is due to the limited bandwidth available at
S-band (100 MHz) coupled with the high data rate
requirements. A coded 8-PSK modulator/
demodulator capable of 2 b/s/Hz has been
demonstrated in the laboratory environment,
corresponding to a technology readiness level of 4,
and could be ready for the SEI missions with a small
focused effort. The need to minimize rover antenna
diameters to less than 1 m and the requirement to
communicate directly back to Earth, produced the
need for a 170 W S-band TWTA. S-band TWTAs have
been successfully flown numerous times in space, but
primarily at lower power levels than that required by
a lunar rover. A 150 W S-band TWTA was flown on
shuttle, but the collector design was extremely
inefficient. With today's knowledge, a modest
development program could produce a newly
designed TWTA with higher power and greater DC-RF
efficiency.
The Mars TNIM system for Option-1 requires large
antennas and high-power transmitters for all data links
returning to Earth. Using X-band frequencies with 5
m antennas and 80-200 W TWTAs (depending on the
application) allows the return of a modest 250 kbps.
High-power X-band TWTAs have been primarily
designed for ground station applications and
technology development in this area would be
primarily focused on space-qualification. Also, large
X-band antennas have not been demonstrated in
space. The present maturity level is between 3 and 4
based on the TDRSS 5 m S-band single access
antenna. Further development in both the areas of
deployable (mesh and inflatable) and solid precision
reflector antennas is necessary.
5.__20pti0n-2 Technolo_qv Assessment
The technologies required to support Option-2 are
shown in table 5-4. Minimal technology development
is required to support the lunar TNIM system since it
uses established X-band technology and the lunar
distances do not impose large EIRP requirements on
the transmitter. Additional development is necessary
only in the area of advanced modulation and coding
to support the high lunar return data rates. With only
100 MHz of bandwidth available at X-band, space
qualified hardware ( modulators and demodulators)
for bandwidth efficient techniques must be developed
as in Option-1.
The majority of technology development for this
option is to support the Mars TNIM system. This is a
direct function of the increased return data rate
requirements necessitating a move to the higher, less
developed Ka-band frequencies. Since the
architecture concept is fairly simple, most of the
development is primarily focused at modifying and
redesigning existing technologies to operate at
Ka-band. Technology development costs for Mars
missions can be spread over a longer period than
those to support lunar missions since the Mars
missions occur later in the SEI time frame. TNIM
system costs for Option-2 will remain relatively low.
Specific technologies required to enable the Mars
TNIM system for Option-2 primarily focus on the relay
satellite antenna and transmitter characteristics. Large
reflector antennas on the order of 5-8 m with high
powered TWTAs (> 200 W RF) are required to
provide enough gain to support 1 Mbps. These large
antennas impose a very stringent pointing requirement
for the Mars relay spacecraft on the order of
0.01 degrees. With the changing geometrical
relationships, some antennas will have to be able to
rotate or swivel a complete 360 degrees. These
technologies are the most important in providing the
vital link between Earth and the astronauts, and they
are also the least technologically advanced (TRL-2).
The largest antenna flown to date is the 30 ft
solid/mesh hybrid on-board ATS-6. The highest
frequency of operation for this fixed earth-pointing
antenna was C-band (6/4 GHz). The Mars surface
coverage antennas have to support a broad range of
system elements in many diversified locations. This
will require multibeam antennas to serve the local
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environment, with a capability of-10 switched
beams. NASA's Advanced Communications
Technology Satellite (ACTS), scheduled to be
launched in 1992, will demonstrate such an antenna
system. Low power Ka-band Solid State Power
Amplifiers (SSPA) are required to support rovers and
science instruments located on the surface due to
their smaller weight/volume characteristics and lower
DC power consumption compared to TWTAs. This
technology is relatively immature since there have not
been any space applications to date for SSPAs in this
frequency band.
Finally, with the increase in frequency and data rates,
there is a need for advanced Ka-band ground station
equipment. Large 34 m antennas with low surface
tolerances, 0.25 dB low noise receivers, and low loss
demodulators are required to support the 1 Mbps
Mars return data link. This development is already
underway and will primarily need funding to advance
it to the implementation phase.
5.___3Option-3 Technology Assessment
The technology assessment for Option-3 is
summarized in Table 5-5. Option-3 represents a full
upgrade to Ka-band frequencies for both the lunar
and Mars TNIM systems. This upgrade fully meets all
current mission requirements, supporting data rates
as high as 325 Mbps for the major lunar return link
and multiple 10 Mbps return links from Mars. To date,
the upper 30 GHz region of the Ka-band is relatively
unused and substantial bandwidth is available. This
in turn implies that significant technology development
is required. An assessment of the technology
development required to support this option has
shown that the majority of such development would
be classified as low to moderate risk, and similarities
between the lunar and Mars TNIM systems allows for
the use of the lunar phase as a testbed for the distant
Mars systems.
The full upgrade lunar TNIM system includes a far-side
lunar relay satellite to increase surface coverage and
improve system interconnectivity. This satellite must
be able to communicate with system elements widely
spread across the lunar far-side surface, while
maintaining continuous contact with Earth. These
surface elements will have different operational
requirements such as time and duration of operation
and data rate. In addition, the satellite orbits about
the L2 libration point and its precise altitude above the
Moon's surface is constantly changing. This places
unique constraints on the design since the satellite
must be able to track elements on the surface, and
the surface coverage must be accurately maintained.
In order to maintain constant contact with Earth, the
2 m Earth-facing antenna must be able to rotate
90 degrees. This is beyond the present TDRSS
capability and that which will be demonstrated in 1997
with the first launch of the ATDRSS system. An initial
assessment of the far-side users has concluded that
a multibeam antenna capable of switching between 10
beams could satisfy the initial communications needs.
Two alternate technologies were identified to satisfy
this need. The first is a fixed beam concept similarto
the antenna system to be flown on ACTS in 1992.
The ACTS antenna feed system employs horn
radiators to generate the individual fixed spot beams.
An alternative technology that is less developed is an
MMIC phased array feed system. By remotely varying
the phase of the individual amplifiers, beam locations
can be moved to meet the changing needs of the
mission. This type of feed system can also be used
to maintain surface coverage with the varying satellite
altitude. An MMIC phased array feed system Is much
less developed than feed horns, and it is further
complicated with system integration constraints. At
the component level, MMIC receive and transmit
modules need to be developed that are lower in noise
and higher in power than those previously developed,
and that operate in the 30 GHz region of Ka-band.
Integrating these modules into a full scale system also
must be demonstrated. Issues such as MMIC
packaging and characterization, printed circuit
elements, array control, power dissipation, RF
distribution, and others must all be investigated prior
to space qualification.
All lunar return links have transmitting power levels
that can best be achieved using TWTA technology.
High efficiency TWTAs in the 10 to 55 W range are
presently at a TRL-3. Their counterpart, SSPAs, are
most suited for science instrument communications
packages and are presently at a technology readiness
level of 2.
The full upgrade Mars TNIM system includes two
processing areostationary satellites to increase
surface coverage, interconnectivity, and system
capacity. Since the frequency for the Mars links in
Option-3 is the same as that used in the Option-2
Mars TNIM system and the Option-3 lunar TNIM
system, much of the technology development is the
same: 5-9 m Ka-band S/C reflectors; 360°
mechanically steerable reflectors; 10-beam
electronically switched fixed beam antennas; 10-beam
electronically steered phased array antenna; 0.01° S/C
pointing accuracy; Ka-band SSPAs; and, MMIC
devices. In addition to these, two new areas require
development. In order to help reduce the tremendous
power requirements on the Earth return link, use of a
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power efficientmodulationscheme (8-FSK) was
assumed. Coherent 8-FSK modulation was selected
because it provides a modest power advantage and
it is less complex than higher order schemes. This
area of technology is relatively underdeveloped.
Present geostationary satellite systems primarily use
phase modulation to reduce bandwidth constraints
and are not concerned with power due to the
comparatively short distances involved. Mars
communications systems require just the opposite.
Bandwidth should be available while excess power is
not. Ka-band "FWTAs will still need development to
support Option-3, but the power requirements have
been relaxed somewhat (115 W) due to the use of
power efficient modulation and 70 m receive
antennas. Finally, baseband processing and
switching has been included to reduce system noise
and to provide the degree of flexibility in system
configuration required by human settlements. An
initial requirement for baseband processing at the
level of the ACTS satellite was deemed sufficient and
could be ready in the necessary time frame. ACTS
will demonstrate baseband processing and switching
in the 1992 time frame.
Finally, with the increase in frequency, there is a need
for advanced Ka-band ground station equipment at
each of the three DSN sites. Large, quad 34 m
antennas (to achieve an effective 70 m aperture) with
low surface tolerances, 0.25 dB low noise receivers,
and low loss demodulators are required to support
the 10 Mbps Mars return data link. This development
is part of the long range plan and will require
significant funding, primarily to install the twelve 34 m
antennas.
5._4 Option-4 Technology Assessment
Option-4 represents a fully enhanced TNIM system
that takes advantage of leading edge technology and
beyond to provide the greatest system capability in
terms of capacity, connectivity, reconfigurability, and
the ability to accommodate changing needs. This is
accomplished by the use of processing relay satellites
around the Earth as well as the Moon and Mars. The
baseline frequency is the same as that of Option-3,
but alternate higher frequencies and optical
communications are also examined where their use
may accrue benefits. This results in the need for the
same technology development as in Option-3 and
additional development for the technology
requirements resulting from the alternate frequencies
and the increased system capability. A summary of
RF technology development for Option-4 is given in
table 5-6, and a discussion of optical technology is
given later in this section.
An examination of table 5-6 for the lunar TNIM system
shows that the majority of the technology
development required is inclusive of what was
required for Option-3: mechanically steerable reflector,
electronically switched fixed beam antenna,
electronically steered phased array antenna,
reconfigurable antennas, Ka-band TWTAs, Ka-band
SSPAs, and MMIC devices. The requirement on these
technologies is similar to Option-3 except for the case
of the alternate multibeam concepts. It was
determined that Option-4 would be configured to
support a greater number of system users and would
therefore need on the order of 20 spot beams. This
is not a challenging increase in the case of the fixed
beam concept, but for the phased array concept this
increased requirement translates into an exponential
growth in developmental effort. Other technology
areas requiring development result from the
introduction of baseband processing and advanced
coding to alleviate power requirements on the
individual system users. Neither of these areas will
pose a great technology challenge with both having
a technology readiness level of 4. Baseband
processor requirements on the order of the ACTS
capability are sufficient and the concatenated
Reed/Solomon coding/decoding hardware mainly
requires space-qualification and demonstration. The
final area of technology development for the lunar
TNIM System results from the integration of the
geostationary relay satellites into the system
architecture. In the previous options, the signal was
received on the ground with extremely large antennas
and now this capability must be placed in orbit.
However, due to all of the system enhancements, this
can be achieved with a moderate development effort
to produce a receiving subsystem consisting of a 5 m,
55% efficient Ka-band spacecraft antenna, a 0.4 dB
low loss feed system, and a low noise Ka-band
receiver with a 0.5 dB noise figure (NF). The most
challenging of these may be the low loss feed system,
since present systems do not achieve levels in this
range, which places it at a technology readiness level
of 1.
The architecture of the Option-4 Mars TNIM system is
the same as Option-3 with respect to the Mars vicinity,
and therefore technology development for Option-4
includes all development outlined for Option-3. The
major differences between Option-3 and Option-4
occur in the near Earth region. With the addition of a
dedicated geostationary satellite constellation, higher
frequency RF systems and optical systems have been
examined for the Mars return link since the signal
does not have to penetrate the atmosphere to reach
the primary receiver. Higher order modulation
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(16-FSK)andcodingwerealsoincludedto alleviate
thepowerburdento theremotesystemusers.
Technologydevelopmentto supportheRFsystems
directlyfocusesonthetransmittersandreceivers.In
orderto minimizethe spacecraftantennason both
endsof the returnlink(MRSandGRS),basedona
parametrictradeoffofantennagainandpower,theRF
outputpowerofthetravelingwavetubeamplifierswas
fixedat 115W.ThetechnologymaturityforTWTAsat
thesefrequenciesandatthispowerlevelis fairlylow,
sincethesebandshavehadnoprioruse,otherthan
possiblemilitaryapplications.TheTRLrangesfrom1
to 2, with2 representingthelowerbands(Ka-band
and 60Ghz)and 1 representingthe higherbands
(94GHzand 134GHz).Onthereceivingendofthe
link,developmentisrequiredintheareaoflownoise
receivers. This assessmentconcludedthat to
minimizeantennadimensions,noisefiguresaslowas
0.5dBwouldbe requiredfor Ka-band,rangingupto
2.0dBfor 134GHz.Technologyreadinesslevelsfor
thesereceiverswereassessedto bethesameasfor
the amplifiers. Other areasrequiringtechnology
developmentin orderto sustaintheselinksinclude
thesignalprocessingequipmentandthespacecraft
antennasystems.Technologiesrelatedto thesignal
itself include coherent 16-FSKmodulationand
RS/CONVcodingto relievethepowerburdenonthe
MRS transmitter. Based on presentlyfunded
laboratoryworkandexistinghardware,bothofthese
technologieswereassessedto be at a technology
readinesslevelof 4.
ByplacingtheDSNcapabilityinorbit,largehighgain
antennasare requiredon both ends of the link.
Antennasof 5 m and10mdiameterwereexamined
for the MRS. Witha 5 m antennaand 110-115W
transmitpower,a 36m GRSantennais requiredto
supporthe10Mbpsdatarate. IncreasingtheMRS
antennasizeto 10m reducestheGRSantennasize
to 20m. At60GHz,94GHz,and134GHz,a 10m
MRSantennayieldsGRSantennasizesof 15m,12
m, and 11m, respectively.Theselargeantennas
representa significantechnicalchallenge. As
mentionedpreviously,the largestantennaflownto
dateis the30ft (9.14m)ATS-6antennaoperatingat
C-band.ThelargestKa-bandantennadevelopedto
dateisthe3.2mACTSantennawhichwillbeflownin
1992.TheJapanesearealsodevelopinga Ka-band
satellitehavinganantennasimilarinsizetotheACTS
antenna. No 134GHz antennashave been
developed. All of theseantennasmust also be
supportedwith low loss feedsystems(0.4dB for
Ka-bandto 1.5dB for 134GHz). Thisareais at a
technologyreadinesslevelof 1.
Technologydevelopmentforopticalcommunications
is requiredin theareasof lasertransmitters,optical
detectors,telescopes,andtracking/pointingsystems.
Mostof thesetechnologyareasare at technology
readinesslevels of 2 to 3 with some specific
componentsat highermaturitylevels.Theprinciple
candidatelasersourcesarethe solidstateNd:YAG
laser and semiconductordiode laser. For ISL
applicationtheND:YAGrod ispumpedbymeansof
GaAssemiconductorlaserdiodearrays.Theoutput
powercapabilityofNd:YAGdependsontheoperating
mode(i.e.,CWor pulsed). McDonnellDouglas,in
effortssponsoredby DoDandNASA,has reported
thegenerationofpeakpowersof3750Wandaverage
powersof upto 35Wfroma diode-pumpedNd:YAG
slablaser.Inthecavity-dumpedmode,apeakpower
of 50W withan averagepowerof 150mWis the
currentstatus. Currentcommercialdeviceshave
been reportedto have averagepower levelsof
approximately4 Wat 1.06#m (2Wat 0.53#m)with
a Nd:YAGlaserwith 10W averagepowerunder
development.Forahomodyneorheterodynesystem,
the Nd:YAGlaseroffersnarrowlinewidthandgood
spectralpurity over semiconductorlasers. Its
disadvantageis thatanexternalmodulatorisneeded
to modulatethelaserwhichcanintroduceadditional
signalpowerlossandhaveafairlylargeprimepower
requirement(~100W). Thelifetimeof the laseris
essentiallyestablishedby the pumpingdiodearray(-40000hours).
Intheareaofsemiconductorlasers,commercialGaAs
laserdiodessuitablefor directdetectionsystemsare
currentlyavailablewithaverageoutputpowerin the
75-100mWrange. MITLincolnLaboratory(MIT-LL)
recentlyreportedthedevelopmentof thefirstspace-
qualifiedcoherentlasertransmitter(a30mWGaAlAs
semiconductorlaser).TRWhasrecentlydevelopeda
noncoherentdiodearraywith450mWCWpowerand
projectsa 1Wcoherentdevicein thenearterm.
Optical detectors commonly used in optical
communicationinclude PIN photodiodes and
avalanche photodiodes (APD). Semiconductor
photodetectors have the advantages of high quantum
efficiency (60-90%), high bandwidth (> 1 GHz), high
reliability, and small size. PIN diodes, which have no
internal gain, are applicable to heterodyne and
homodyne systems. Current silicon PIN diodes have
quantum efficiencies of 60-90% at 0.532#m and
0.85#m wavelengths and 40% at the Nd:YAG
fundamental wavelength of 1.064 # m. An AlGaAs PIN
device custom made by MIT-LL has an 85% quantum
efficiency at 0.85 # m. For direct detection systems,
thermal noise is overcome by using an APD with large
internal gain. Current state-of-the-art reach-through
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SiAPDs have gains of 100-300, quantum efficiencies
in the range 80-90% at 0.532/_ m and 0.85 # m (40% at
1.064#m), and excess noise factors (F) of 2.8-3.2
(F=I is ideal). InGaAs APDs for detection at
1.064#m wavelength have gains up to 50, quantum
efficiency of 80-90%, and excess noise factor of 5.5.
Typical bandwidths of APDs range from 100 MHz to
4 GHz at visible and near-infrared wavelengths.
Overall, solid state photodetector technology is
mature and space-qualified devices should exist by
1997.
Because of the high cost of low loss lens materials
and weight penalty associated with refractive optics,
reflective optics are the preferred choice for large
telescope designs (> 10 cm). Using metal foam core
mirrors, the University of Arizona has built a 30 cm
aperture Cassegrain telescope weighing only 4.5 kg.
Light weight optics is especially important for the
optical Mars return link. Besides low weight and cost,
large diameter optics must also have high surface
quality, good thermal stabilization, and be protected
from contamination (e.g., spacecraft exhaust).
Based on the link analysis described in section 4.4,
the tracking/pointing subsystem must be capable of
sub-microradian accuracy (< 0.1 #-radian) for the
100 Mbps optical link. Based on measured LANDSAT
platform jitter, current achievable tracking error is
approximately 0.5 #-radian.
5..___5Information
Assessment
Management TechnoloQv
The Information Management (IM) technology areas
identified in this study are data compression and data
storage. Data compression techniques attempt to
reduce or eliminate redundancy in the data to
minimize the amount of information which needs to be
transmitted. Data compression is needed primarily to
reduce data transmission rates and limit requirements
on data storage units. Data compression methods
can be categorized as either reversible (i.e., Iossiess)
compression techniques or Iossy techniques.
Reversible techniques provide the best quality but the
least compression. Applications where data cannot
be lost will require reversible compression. Lossy
techniques can provide sufficient quality for certain
applications with acceptable compression ratios.
Although there are many data compression schemes
not aimed specifically at image data such as the
commonly used LempeI-Ziv algorithm, most data
compression schemes are for image data
compression 11 since that is the area where the
potential for data rate reduction is greatest. For data
compression, the parameter which describes the level
of compression needed is the compression ratio. The
technology needs identified range from 10:1
compression for Iossy techniques and 2:1
compression for Iossless techniques in Option-1
(technology readiness level of 4) to compression
ratios of 50:1 for Iossy techniques and 10:1 for
Iossless techniques in Option-4 (technology readiness
level of 3). The choice of any data compression
schemes will ultimately be application dependent.
Space-based data storage is required as an on-line
buffer for bursty transmissions, for in situ archiving of
data, and to prevent loss of data during periodic
outages or unavailability of the communications links.
The most critical criteria for data storage media other
than volatility and stabilityare the read/write rates and
the mass data storage capacity. The data storage
requirements across the various options range from
capacities on the order of lO0's of Mbytes and
read/write rates of 1O's of Mbps in Option-1 to
capacities of 10's of Tbytes and read/write rates of
about 1 Gbps in Option-4, increasing by roughly one
order of magnitude in each successive option. The
technology readiness level in Option-1 and 2 is about
level 4 because the capacity is not really difficult to
achieve and the required read/write rates are not
significantly beyond what is currently achievable.
However, in Option-3 and 4, the technology readiness
is judged to be no more than at level 2 due to the
technology development required to meet the
read/write rate requirements, as well as the
substantial increases in capacity.
6 Development Schedule for the 4 Options
Figure 6-1 provides a generic time line for use in
laying out a technology and program development
plan. It shows how base research and technology is
drawn upon during pre-phase A studies to help in
formulating the conceptual designs for the program
under development. By the end of the pre-phase A
study period, appropriate technologies have been
identified for focused technology development efforts.
Interaction and joint feedback occurs during the
phase A and B study periods, as progress on
development of focused technologies influences the
phase A and B design parameters, and the phase A
and B study results serve to further focus the
technology development requirements. By the end of
the phase B study period, technology development
has progressed to readiness level 6 where system
validation models have been tested in a relevant
environment. As the program development enters
phase C/D, focused technology development
continues to support the current program needs as
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well as examining related technology requirements for
future missions.
The time line shown in figure 6-1 is useful as a guide
in generating technology and program development
plans. Differing technology areas, however, may
require different specific time lines to achieve
equivalent advances in the state of technology
readiness. For example, travelling wave tube
amplifiers (TWTAs) and solid state power amplifiers
(SSPAs) are entirely different technologies that
perform the same operation; that is, final amplification
of the signal prior to transmission over the link. A
TWTA is based on electron beam technology, while an
SSPA is the result of transistor theory. This
technology difference results in greatly varying
methods of designing an amplifier. The technology
differences also effect the suitability of TWTAs and
SSPAs for specific applications. Representative
technology development schedules are shown in
figures 6-2 and 6-3, for Tw'r and SSPA development,
respectively.
Figure 6-2 shows the major activities required in the
design through space qualification of a travelling wave
tube. The initial TWT design is performed with the aid
of specialized computer programs. Subsequent
refinement of the RF circuit design is carried out with
respect to bandwidth, efficiency, stability and
distortion requirements. Refinement of the electron
gun and the periodic permanent magnet structure to
meet special requirements, such as dual-power mode
operation; design of the multistage depressed
collector, including the cooling system; and design of
the overall TWTA package for the thermal and
mechanical properties of the space environment, are
all carried out in parallel with the RF circuit design
process. "Cold-testing" is the process of optimizing
the tube performance with respect to the critical
frequency without the electron beam being present.
Throughout the design activities, intermediate testing
takes place along with fabrication and parts
procurement. Upon completion of final testing, the
experimental TWT undergoes space qualification
procedures by operating the tube in a simulated
space environment. The entire process, representing
technology development from readiness level 3
through level 6, requires approximately three (3)
years, assuming sufficient funding is available
throughout the period.
The development schedule for a representative SSPA
is shown in figure 6-3. As with the TWTA, an SSPA
development program begins with computer aided
design to refine the device and circuit parameters to
achieve gross specifications. Once the initial design
is complete, the device technology is developed to
match the design. This development includes
substrate growth, masking, etching, substrate
thinning, and metalization. This is typically an iterative
process, as it is difficult to fabricate what has been
theoretically designed. Problems can arise in
achieving the doping profile; impurities may become
present in the fabrication process and can prevent
proper device operation. Part three of the device
development process concerns combination of the
individual stages into an overall amplifier, with
emphasis given to bandwidth, losses and interstage
matching. Power supply design is conducted in
parallel with this effort. Finally, the devices and
combiners are assembled into the full SSPA and
tested in a relevant environment. The overall
development program, representing technology
development from readiness level 3 through level 6,
requires approximately four (4) years, again assuming
sufficient funding is available.
6,1 SEI Architecture Time Frames
Technology development schedules are in a large way
driven by the SEI program architecture within which
the technology must fit. Program architecture
alternatives are currently under study through various
means both within and outside of NASA. The final
program architecture will be the result of a synthesis
of ideas coming from NASA, federally sponsored
research, an AIAA study, and direct solicitation. One
approach to architecture definition might involve
selecting architectures which achieve various
strategies. An example of this approach is shown in
table 6-1, where the strategies involved are exploration
emphasis, expanding human presence, aggressive
Mars emphasis, modified reference (science
emphasis), and energy enterprise. A full architecture
definition is far more detailed than what is given in
table 6-1, however the table does serve to point out
major differences among the various example
architecture approaches. An element not shown in
table 6-1 but applicable to all of the architectures is
the robotic phase with missions to the Moon and
Mars beginning with the Mars Observer mission in
1992 and the Lunar Observer mission in 1996.
Since the goals of the various architectures differ
significantly, the time lines associated with each
architecture vary. These time lines and the associated
architecture assumptions, in turn, impact the
technology development time lines for those
technologies needed to support the various missions.
In particular, this options study has addressed those
technologies associated with various
telecommunications requirements of the missions.
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Each of the four telecommunicationsoptions
presentedinthisstudycouldbeappliedto anyofthe
architectures discussed, but with attendant
constraints,suchasbit ratelimitations.
6.2 Technology Development Schedules
Tables 5-3 to 5-6 discussed in section 5 contain
technology readiness levels for each of the
technology development requirements within the four
options examined in this study. These readiness
levels can be used with figure 6-1 to develop a
program plan for technology development which can
fit within the constraints of the SEI architecture that
will be chosen. In the previous section, five example
architectures were briefly discussed. The specific
architecture for the SEI program will be selected on
the basis of a set of "goodness criteria", resulting from
both technical and political concerns. This final
architecture may not be known for perhaps several
years, which adds a degree of uncertainty to the task
of determining a technology development program
plan. Differing milestones across the various
architectures require different phasing, emphasis and
prioritization within the technology development
program, particularly in the early, uncertain years of
the program. In these years, emphasis must therefore
be placed on broader reaching technologies which
may be applicable to a wide range of architectures.
The remainder of this section will introduce, in a
general way, technology development schedules
across the four options.
This study has addressed telecommunications
requirements for the lunar/Mars evolutionary phase,
involving manned flight support for the Moon and
Mars. The robotics phase will obviously have
telecommunications requirements as well, however,
the return link data rate requirements are envisioned
to be somewhat lower for the robotics phase than the
manned phase and therefore the requirements on the
telecommunications systems will be less stringent.
Therefore, the schedules to be addressed here will be
based upon time lines for manned flight activities, as
exemplified by the dates shown in table 6-1. The
suitability of each of the options to support the data
throughput requirements is addressed in section 3.
Option-1 involves S-band links for the lunar missions
and X-band links for Mars. As technology for both S
and X-band is reasonably mature, the technology
development needed to support the mission scenarios
is primarily that of tailoring existing designs to specific
applications. Accordingly, technology readiness levels
for Option-1 are at, or near, level 4. Figure 6-1 shows
that approximately two years of focused technology
development would be needed to advance the
required technologies to a system validation stage
(level 6) for integration into a flight development
program. Assuming six years are required for the
flight program development, to meet the earliest
manned flight telecommunications requirements for
the Moon and Mars as shown in table 6-1, technology
development for Option-1 should begin in 1992 and
1996, respectively, for the lunar and Mars missions.
X-band lunar links are assumed for Option-2. The
technology development schedule would be similar to
that discussed for Option-I, with a 1992 start-up. For
the Mars missions, Ka-band technology has been
assumed. Readiness levels, shown in table 5-4, range
from 2 to 4. Figure 6-1 indicates that six years of
focused development are needed on average to
develop a given technology element from level 3 to
level 6. (The example schedules shown in figures 6-2
and 6-3 indicate that somewhat less time may be
required for some technology elements.)
Development from level 2 could require one to four
additional years. This would imply that to meet the
earliest Mars mission scenarios, focused Ka-band
technology development should begin almost
immediately. These earliest Mars scenarios, as
exemplified by the Aggressive Mars and Exploration
Emphasis architectures, however, might be expected
to have lower return link data requirements than
would be required for later outpost support. The
lower data requirements would tend to relax the
technology development needs.
Option-3 assumes Ka-band links for both lunar and
Mars missions. Lunar and Mars mission technology
readiness levels range from 2 to 4, with generally
more ambitious requirements assumed for the more
challenging Mars links. Space-to-Earth data rates
achievable with Option-3 are 325 Mbps and 10 Mbps
for the Moon and Mars, respectively. These data
requirements would be appropriate once outposts
have been established. The earliest lunar outpost
among the five example architectures would happen
in 2002, while the first Mars outpost is planned for
2012. To meet these time frames, lunar technology
requirements which are at level 2 (e.g., MMIC devices
and multibeam phased array antennas) should be
started in the very near future. Mars-specific
technology requirements would need to be initiated in
the 1995-96 time frame.
Option-4 again assumes Ka-band technology for both
Moon and Mars links. An optional space-to-Earth link
using optical technology is also examined for the
Mars return link. Return data rates are similar to
those assumed for Option-3 (350 Mbps for the lunar
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returnlinkand 10 Mbps for the Mars RF return link).
An optical 100 Mbps return link is also examined.
Table 5-6 shows that readiness levels range from 1 to
4 for both lunar and Mars technologies with Mars
requirements again more demanding. The least
mature technologies are associated with the Earth
relay satellites (GRS) (e.g., low-loss feeds, low-noise
receivers, very large reflectors). Base technology
work is needed to study the feasibility of the GRS
antenna systems. This work should begin in the 1992-
93 time frame to examine the viability of using a GRS
for the Mars links. Similar studies should be
undertaken In the same time frame to determine the
feasibility of large space-born telescopes (10 m) and
high power lasers for an optical return link from Mars
to an optical GRS. The remaining Mars-specific
technology elements should begin focused
development in the 1995-96 time frame. To meet the
earliest lunar outpost requirements, technology
development for level 2 elements should begin in the
very near future.
Table 6-2 summarizes the technology start-up time
frame requirements for the four options as described
above. These start times are based on the mission
requirements associated with the five example
architectures discussed in section 6.1. The table
serves to highlight the need for near term initiation of
technology development activities in order to satisfy
the early lunar mission requirements. Of course, the
selection of exploration mission architectures and time
lines that are different from the examples used here,
would change the technology development schedules.
7 Conclusions
Examination and analysis of the four alternative
architectures has identified the critical technology
elements that require significant development in order
to maintain the proposed mission schedules and to
provide the necessary levels of reliability and
maintainability for long duration manned spaceflight.
This study has identified Ka-band communications
technology to meet the near term mission
requirements. X-band communications technology
was shown to have some merit and would be suitable
as a back-up during emergencies. Providing for
growth capability of the data transmission rates
requires continued development of higher RF
frequencies (60 GHz, 94 GHz, 134 GHz) and optical
communications technologies.
Critical areas that require development for Ka-band
communications technology include: advanced
multibeam antenna concepts utilizing MMIC phased
arrays; high-power TWTAs; high efficiency SSPAs,
baseband processing and switching; power and
bandwidth efficient modulation and coding; low noise
receivers; and, low loss demodulators. The major
areas for optical technology include development of
diode-pumped Nd:YAG and semiconductor laser
transmitters that have high power, efficiency and
reliability, and development of large diameter,
lightweight, diffraction-limited optics. In support of the
Mars return link, both RF and optical systems require
development of pointing and tracking systems and
platform disturbance rejection methods to minimize
pointing and tracking errors. Critical technologies for
Information Management are data compression and
data storage to reduce real-time data rates and to
lessen the impact of the requirements on the system
design. It is concluded that funding and near-term
initiation of technology development activities is
necessary to satisfy candidate mission time frames for
the Space Exploration Initiative.
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TABLE 4-2 MARS LINK ANALYSIS SUMMARY
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TABLE 5-1 NASA TECHNOLOGY READINESS/MATURATION LEVELS
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
1 BASIC PRINCIPLES OBSERVED AND REPORTED
2 TECHNOLOGY CONCEPT/APPLICATION FORMULATED
3 ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL CRITICAL FUNCTION AND/OR CHARACTERISTIC PROOF-OF
CONCEPT
4 COMPONENT AND/OR BREADBOARD VALIDATION IN LABORATORY
5 COMPONENT AND/OR BREADBOARD DEMONSTRATED IN RELEVANT ENVIRONMENT
6 SYSTEM VALIDATION MODEL DEMONSTRATED IN RELEVANT/SIMULATED ENVIRONMENT
7 SYSTEM VALIDATION MODEL DEMONSTRATED IN ACTUAL ENVIRONMENT
ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
8 TECHNOLOGY APPLIED TO CONSTRUCTION OF COMPONENT AND/OR BREADBOARD OF EXPECTED
FLIGHT HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
9 CAPABILITY OF FULL SCALE SUBSYSTEM PROTOTYPE DEMONSTRATED IN GROUND TESTS
10 CAPABILITY OF FULL SCALE SUBSYSTEM PROTOTYPE DEMONSTRATED IN ACTUAL ENVIRONMENT
FLIGHT _ARE DEVELOPMENT
11 FULL SCALE SYSTEM PROTOTYPE
12 CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATED IN FLIGHT TEST OF FLIGHT HARDWARE
13 CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATED BY OPERATIONAL FLIGHT EXPERIENCE
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Figure 6-1 Technology & Program Planning Timeline
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Figure 6-2 Representative TWT Development Schedule
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Figure 6-3 Representative SSPA Development Schedule
(;_A_TEI_S
EXAMPLE ARCHITECTURE TRADES TIMELINE
FIRST HUMANS FIRST HUMANS FIRST FIRST
ARCHITECTURE ON MOON ON MARS OUTPOST ON OUTPOST
MOON ON MARS
EXPLORATION EMPHASIS 2000 2006 2010 2014
EXPANDING HUMAN PRESENCE 2002 2012 2002 2012
AGGRESSIVE MARS ARCHITECTURE 2008 2004 2008 2014
MODIFIED REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE 2001 2012 2003 2012
ENERGY ENTERPRISE 2005 2019 2005 2021
TABLE 6-2 SUMMARY OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
STARTUP DATES FOR MOON AND MARS MISSIONS
MOON MISSION MARS MISSION
TECHNOLOGIES TECHNOLOGIES
OPTION 1 1992 1996
OPTION 2 1992 1991
OPTION 3 1991 1995-96
OPTION 4 1991 1995-96
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